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Mac OS X Panther for Unix GeeksO'Reilly, 2003
With its rep for being the sort of machine that won't intimidate even the most inexperienced users, what's the appeal of the Mac® for hard-core geeks? The Mac has always been an efficient tool, pleasant to use and customize, and eminently hackable. But now with Mac OS® X's BSD core, many a Unix® developer has found it irresistible. The...
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C# 2.0: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Herb Schildt, the world's leading programming author, has updated and expanded his classic C# reference to cover C# 2.0 -- the newest version of Microsoft's premier programming language designed for .NET development. With carefully crafted explanations, insider tips, and hundreds of examples, this book offers in-depth coverage of all aspects of...
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Organization Development at Work: Conversations on the Values, Applications, and Future of ODPfeiffer, 2003
SHARE IN THE POWER, PURPOSE, AND PRACTICE OF OD
Organization Development at Work–a title in The Practicing OD Series–is a collection of conversations among leaders, practitioners, and educators in the organization development (OD) field. Throughout the book experienced professionals share their best thinking about principles,...
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Personal Networks: Wireless Networking for Personal DevicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Written by experts in the field, this book describes the Personal Network architecture and its various components


	This book focuses on networking and security aspects of Personal Networks (PNs). Given a single user, the authors propose an architecture for PNs in which devices are divided into one of two types of nodes:...
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Assessing Language through Computer Technology (Cambridge Language Assessment)Cambridge University Press, 2006

	In 1998 and 1999, three of the largest providers of educational tests introduced computer-based versions of proficiency tests for English as a foreign language. Around the same time, many institutions began to offer Web-based tests for particular language courses and classes. These two phenomena have greatly added to the momentum of work in...
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Working GlobeSmart: 12 People Skills for Doing Business Across BordersDavies-Black Publishing, 2003
By any measure, business success is no longer solely about hard work, good intentions, and technical expertise. Relationship building, communication, and the ability to forge cooperation across organizational lines are key--especially when operating across borders, spanning time zones, and crossing cultures.  

Whether you are working for...
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The Complete Costume DictionaryScarecrow Press, 2011

	While there are costume and fashion dictionaries tied to specific countries or periods, none have been comprehensive. In The Complete Costume Dictionary, Elizabeth Lewandowski has collected from a variety of sourcesâ€•including costume history texts, journal articles, historical publications, autobiographies, biographies, foreign...
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Obstruction of Justice: How the Deep State Risked National Security to Protect the DemocratsRegnery Publishing, 2019

	Investigative reporter Luke Rosiak is being hailed as “one of the smartest, most diligent reporters in Washington” (TUCKER CARLSON) and “a bulldog” (DANA LOESCH) for uncovering “what is possibly the largest scandal and coverup in the history of the United States House of Representatives” (NEWT...
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Core Web Application Development with PHP and MySQLPrentice Hall, 2005
The programmers guide to building  robust web applications with PHP and MySQL

This is a comprehensive, practical guide for programmers who  want to develop production-quality, database-enabled web applications with PHP  and MySQL. Long-time developer Marc Wandschneider...
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International Economics: Theory and Policy (International Edition)Addison Wesley, 2002
At the start of the twenty-first century, international aspects of economics remain as important and controversial as ever. In the last decade alone, major currency and Financial crises have rocked industrializing countries from East Asia to Latin America; countries in Europe have given up their national currencies in favor of a common currency,...
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XNA 3D PrimerWrox Press, 2010

	This Wrox Blox will guide you through the world of 3D programming and give you solid knowledge and a foundation in game programming using Microsoft's XNA Framework. You will learn the fundamentals from 3D mathematics to model animation, including all the subjects needed to start developing 3D games, such as how to position objects in 3D...
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The Coming Generational Storm: What You Need to Know about America's Economic FutureMIT Press, 2004
In 2030, as 77 million baby boomers hobble into old age, walkers will outnumber strollers; there will be twice as many retirees as there are today but only 18 percent more workers. How will America handle this demographic overload? How will Social Security and Medicare function with fewer working taxpayers to support these programs? According to...
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